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Abstract

We describe a projection framework for developing adaptive multi-
scale methods for computing approximate solutions to elliptic bound-
ary value problems. The framework is consistent with homogenization
when there is scale separation. We introduce an adaptive form of the
finite element algorithms for solving problems with no clear scale sepa-
ration. We present numerical simulations demonstrating the effective-
ness and adaptivity of the multiscale method, assess its computational
complexity, and discuss the relationship between this framework and
other multiscale methods, such as wavelets, multiscale finite element
methods, and the use of harmonic coordinates. We prove in detail that
the projection based method captures homogenization when there is
strong scale separation.

1 Introduction

In this paper we describe a framework for developing adaptive multiscale
methods for approximating solutions to the linear elliptic boundary value
problem

−∇ · (a(x)∇u) = f, x ∈ D
u ≡ 0, x ∈ ∂D (1.1)

posed in the bounded domain D ⊂ Rd. We assume that f ∈ H−1(D)
and that the matrix a(x) = (aij(x)) is symmetric, measurable, and positive
definite so that

0 < a∗|ξ|2 ≤ (a(x)ξ, ξ) ≤ a∗|ξ|2 (1.2)

for any vector ξ ∈ Rd with |ξ| > 0.
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We want to approximate the solution when the coefficients have small-
scale features that have a significant effect on the solution. However, the full
resolution of these features may require an enormous computational effort.
The Galerkin approach to approximating u is to restrict the problem to a
finite dimensional subspace XC = H1

0 . So, the Galerkin solution uCG ∈ XC

satisfies
(a∇uCG,∇v) = 〈f, v〉, ∀v ∈ XC . (1.3)

Equivalently, uCG minimizes

min
u∈XC

1
2
(a∇u,∇u)− 〈f, u〉. (1.4)

Standard estimates for the Galerkin problem show that

‖u− uCG‖H1
0
≤ a∗

a∗
inf

v∈XC

‖u− v‖H1
0

=
a∗

a∗
‖u− Pu‖H1

0

where P denotes the orthogonal projection ofH1
0 onto the spaceXC (orthog-

onal with respect to the H1
0 inner product). Therefore, the error between u

and the Galerkin solution uCG may be larger than the error between u and
Pu by a very large factor (a∗/a∗) that depends on the coefficients.

Many methods have been proposed to approximate u on a coarse grid
while reconstructing relevant information from the small scales. We refer to
the work of Brezzi [8], Hughes [24], Hou and Wu [20], Arbogast [2], Engquist
and Runborg [16], as well as [21, 14, 22, 13, 1, 29]. When the coefficients
are periodic and have the form a(x/ε) these methods may capture the small
scale effects very well in the limit ε → 0, as demonstrated numerically and
proved analytically in [20, 21, 14, 22, 13, 26, 1, 29]. That is, the approximate
solutions converge to the solution of the homogenized equation as long as ε
is much smaller than the discretization scale.

It is desirable to have an effective multiscale method that does not rely
on a periodic structure or on scale separation in the coefficients. The general
framework we describe here is based on a decomposition of the space H1

0

into coarse scales and fine scales, as is done with the Lyapunov-Schmidt
reduction for nonlinear problems (e.g. [18]). In the context of multiscale
methods, the framework we analyze is closely related to the ones described
by Hughes [24, 25] and by Engquist and Runborg [16]. The purpose of this
paper is to (a) put the projection framework in a form that is compatible
with scale separation and homogenization, (b) introduce an adaptive form
of the algorithm for reconstructing the small scale information and assess its
computational complexity, (c) implement the algorithm with public domain
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finite element software [17], and (d) prove the consistency of the projection
framework with the homogenization limit. The numerical computations
show clearly the spatial localization of the influence of the small scales for
both periodic and random coefficients. We also see that this localization
cannot be known in advance and must be estimated adaptively during the
computations.

In Section 2 we introduce the projection framework and in Section 3 we
describe various approximation schemes. The projection framework gives us
an effective coarse scale equation which is an “upscaled” equation for the
coarse-scale features in the solution. Solving the effective equation involves
computing an operator that maps the coarse scales to fine scales. This is
done by solving a set of locally refined problems that have the form of an
elliptic problem with side constraints.

In Section 4 we show the results of numerical computations using [17].
The projection method and the spatial localization algorithm for the small
scale reconstruction operator perform quite well and can dramatically reduce
the solution error, measured in both L2 and H1 norms. The computational
complexity analysis that we provide suggests that the method is scalable
and useful for very large problems that are difficult to solve directly.

In Section 5, we compare the projection framework to homogenization
theory and to existing multiscale methods. In particular, we prove that in
the homogenization limit of strong scale separation, the projection frame-
work with spatial localization has the same form of the homogenized problem
in the projection framework. This shows that the projection framework cap-
tures correctly the multiscale features of the solution as well as the spatial
localization of the small scales that reduces computational complexity.

2 Variational Multiscale Framework

The variational multiscale approach (see [24], [25], [8], [2]) gives a general
framework for approximating the course scale function Pu and reconstruct-
ing some fine scale features of the solution simultaneously. The framework is
based on a direct sum decomposition of the space into coarse scales and fine
scales. Let XC be a finite-dimensional, closed subspace of H1

0 (D) that repre-
sents coarse scales that may not fully resolve the oscillations in the solution
u. Let XR ⊂ H1

0 be a larger closed space such that XC ⊂ XR, and XR is
sufficient to resolve the fine scales in u within a desired tolerance. For now,
we assume XR = H1

0 ; in a numerical implementation of this framework, XR

may be a finite dimensional space corresponding to full refinement of the
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details in the coefficients and data.
Let PC : XR → XC be a projection of XR onto XC (not necessarily

orthogonal with respect to the H1
0 inner product) so that every u ∈ XR can

be decomposed uniquely as

u = PCu+QCu = coarse approximation + details.

where QC = (I −PC). We will use XF to denote the image of the map QC .
If PC is an orthogonal projection with respect to some inner product, then
XF = X⊥

C . In any case, XR = XC ⊕XF .
The variational multiscale approach is to replace the quadratic form (1.4)

with an effective quadratic form over the coarse space XC . The solution
u ∈ XR satisfies

(a∇u,∇v) = 〈f, v〉 ∀ v ∈ XR, (2.5)

so by choosing v ∈ XC or v ∈ XF , we see that u satisfies both

(a∇(PCu+QCu),∇v) = 〈f, v〉 ∀ v ∈ XC , (2.6)

and
(a∇QCu,∇v) = 〈f, v〉 − (a∇PCu,∇v) ∀ v ∈ XF . (2.7)

2.1 The Reconstruction Operator

Here is the simple observation defining the multiscale method: for a given
function u ∈ XR, equation (2.7) defines QCu as an affine functional of PCu.
In fact, QCu is an affine functional of ∇PCu. This suggests defining the
operator M : ∇XC → XF by letting M(∇PCu) be the unique function in
XF that satisfies

(a∇M(∇PCu),∇v) = 〈f, v〉 − (a∇PCu,∇v) ∀ v ∈ XF . (2.8)

Equivalently, for a given u ∈ XR, M(∇PCu) is the solution to the con-
strained minimization problem

min
v∈X
PCv=0

1
2
(a∇v,∇v) + (a∇PCu,∇v)− 〈f, v〉. (2.9)

Now, finding the coarse component PCu of the solution to the system
(2.6) and (2.7) is equivalent to finding uC ∈ XC that satisfies

(a(I +∇M)∇uC ,∇v) = 〈f, v〉 ∀ v ∈ XC . (2.10)
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By (I +∇M)∇uC we mean ∇u+∇(M(∇uC)). Using the definition of M
and the fact that M(∇v) ∈ XF whenever v ∈ XC , we see that equation
(2.10) can also be written in the symmetric form

(a(I +∇M)∇uC , (I +∇M)∇v) = 〈f, v +M∇v〉 ∀ v ∈ XC , (2.11)

which is equivalent to finding uC ∈ XC that minimizes

min
v∈XC

1
2
(a(I +∇M)∇v, (I +∇M)∇v)− 〈f, (I +∇M∇)v〉.

Because (2.11) may be well-posed even when we approximate M by M̃,
we will use (2.11) (rather than (2.10)) as the definition of the effective
variational problem at the level XC .

Because of the ellipticity assumption (1.2), the solution uC exists and is
unique. From (2.6) and (2.7), it is clear that if u ∈ XR solves the original
problem (2.5), then M(∇PCu) = QCu. Using the terminology of E and
Engquist [12], we will refer to M as the reconstruction operator, since
it reconstructs the fine scales of the solution (QCu) from the coarse scale
component (PCu). This operator is also called the fine scale Green’s function
in [24]. As we will explain later, it is also related to the corrector function
in homogenization theory.

The reconstruction operator M is an affine operator satisfying

‖M(∇PCu)‖H1
0
≤ K

a∗

(
‖f‖H−1 + a∗‖PCu‖H1

0

)
,

In general, M has the form M(∇u) = µF +Mo(∇u), where the µF ∈ XF

is independent of uC and satisfies

(a∇µF ,∇v) = 〈f, v〉 ∀ v ∈ XF , (2.12)

and Mo : ∇XC → XF is the bounded linear operator defined by (2.8) with
f ≡ 0. Hence

‖Mo‖∇XC ,XF
≤ Ca∗

a∗
. (2.13)

If 〈f, v〉 = 0 for all v ∈ XF , the constant part of the operator M vanishes:
µF ≡ 0. In any case, the µF terms in the coarse scale equation cancel. That
is, solving

(a(I +∇M)∇uC , (I +∇M)∇v) = 〈f, v +M∇v〉 ∀ v ∈ XC , (2.14)
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is equivalent to solving the equation

(a(I +∇Mo)∇uC , (I +∇Mo)∇v) = 〈f, v +Mo∇v〉 ∀ v ∈ XC . (2.15)

This follows from the fact that

(a∇µF ,∇µF ) = 〈f, µF 〉 (2.16)

and for uC , v ∈ XC ,

(a(I +∇Mo)∇uC ,∇µF ) = 0 = (a∇µF , (I +∇Mo)∇vC), (2.17)

since µF ∈ XF and a is symmetric.

2.2 The Multiscale Equations

In summary, this analysis shows that the solution u ∈ XR = XC⊕XF may be
written uniquely as u = uC +M(∇uC) where uC ∈ XC and M(∇uC) ∈ XF

are determined by the relation M(∇v) = µF +Mo(∇v) and the following
three equations:

(i) Effective coarse scale equation:

(a(I +∇M)∇uC ,∇v) = 〈f, v〉 ∀ v ∈ XC . (2.18)

or, the equivalent symmetrized and reduced form:

(a(I+∇Mo)∇uC , (I+∇Mo)∇v) = 〈f, v+Mo∇v〉 ∀ v ∈ XC . (2.19)

(ii) Fine scale equation defining the linear operator Mo:

(a∇(Mo∇w),∇v) = −(a∇w,∇v) ∀ v ∈ XF , w ∈ XC . (2.20)

or, equivalently:

(a(I +∇Mo)∇w),∇v) = 0 ∀ v ∈ XF , w ∈ XC . (2.21)

(iii) Fine scale equation defining the function µF ∈ XF :

(a∇µF ,∇v) = 〈f, v〉 ∀ v ∈ XF . (2.22)
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Therefore, if one wants to approximate the coarse scale component uC , it
suffices to approximate the solution to the system formed by the first two
equations (2.19) and (2.20). To reconstruct the entire solution u = uC +
Mo(∇uC) + µF , one must also approximate the function µF which solves
(2.22). The µF term is nonzero, in general.

We also note that fine scale oscillations in f have a nontrivial effect
on both the coarse scale component uC and the fine scale component µF .
In the coarse scale equation (2.19), the fine scales of f enter the equation
through coupling in the term 〈f,Mo(∇v)〉, since Mo∇v ∈ XF has fine scale
oscillations.

The coarse scale equation (2.19) is well-posed, as long as there is an ε > 0
such that

min
v∈XF

‖u− v‖H1
0
> ε‖u‖H1

0
(2.23)

holds for any u ∈ XC . In this case,

(a(I +∇Mo)∇u, (I +∇Mo)∇u) ≥ a∗((I +∇Mo)∇u, (I +∇Mo)∇u)
≥ a∗ε‖u‖2

H1
0

(2.24)

So, the bilinear form (2.19) is coercive onXC . SinceXC is finite dimensional,
it is easy to see that condition (2.23) is satisfied.

2.3 The Projection PC

The coarse scale solution uC produced by the multiscale scheme depends
on the choice of the projection PC , which has not yet been specified. If we
compute the operator M exactly, then uC = PCu where u is the solution
produced by full resolution in the space XR. If PC is an orthogonal pro-
jection with respect to an inner product (·, ·)PC

, then uC will be the best
approximation to u in the space XC with respect to the norm induced by
this inner product. That is

‖uC − u‖PC
= inf

v∈XC

‖v − u‖PC
(2.25)

where ‖v‖2
PC

= (v, v)PC
. In any case, if M is computed exactly, the fully

reconstructed solution is independent of PC , since u is the standard Galerkin
solution in this (highly refined) space and u = uC +M(∇uC) = PCu+QCu.
Therefore, in light of these observations, if one wants to minimize the H1

error in the approximation of uC , the H1 projection should be used.
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Projections other than the H1 projection might be used, but they may
give poor results. For example, if we choose PC to be the orthogonal pro-
jection with respect to the inner product (u, v)PC

= (a∇u,∇v), then uC is
equal to the Galerkin solution in the coarse space XC . So, at the level of the
coarse scale equation the method will be equivalent to the Galerkin method.
To see this, recall that Mo(∇u) is defined by

(a∇Mo(∇u),∇v) = −(a∇u,∇v) (2.26)

for all v ∈ XF . Using the projection determined by a-orthogonality, the
space XF is the set

XF = {v ∈ XR| (a∇w,∇v) ∀w ∈ XC} . (2.27)

It follows that the right hand side of (2.26) vanishes, so that the solution
is simply Mo(∇u) ≡ 0. Returning to the coarse scale equation, we see
that the method is equivalent to the Galerkin method on the coarse scale
space. The fine scale reconstruction is contained entirely in the term µF

since M(∇u) = µF in this case.
Another option is to let PC be the l2 projection determined by setting

to zero all coefficients (in XR) except those corresponding to nodes in the
coarse mesh. If the nodes in the fine mesh are {xR

k }NR
k=1, then this is the

projection associated with the inner product

(u, v) =
NR∑

k=1

ukvk,

where u =
∑

k ukφ
R
k (x) and v =

∑
k vkφ

R
k (x). Using this projection con-

strains only the coefficients corresponding to coarse nodes {xC
k }Nc

k=1. This
choice of projection would lead to a good l2 approximation of PCu, while
there might be large oscillations in the error (i.e. relatively large H1 error).

In most of what follows we will assume PC is the H1
0 projection.

3 Approximating the Fine Scales

So far, there is no approximation of u: if we were able to compute M(∇u) =
Mo(∇u) + µF exactly, then uC = PCu, where u ∈ XR is the solution to
the original problem in full detail. Moreover, we could reconstruct the full
solution by u = uC +M(∇uC). So, we don’t gain anything computationally
unless we find an approximation of the fine scale reconstruction operator
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M that allows us to solve the effective problem (2.10) efficiently. Here
we describe various approximation strategies. Later we will describe their
relation to existing methods and to homogenization theory.

Let {φC
k }Nc

k=1 be a basis for the coarse space XC (finite elements or
wavelets). The linear part, Mo, of the reconstruction operator is determined
completely by its action on the functions {∇φC

k }. For each k, Mo(∇φC
k ) is

a function in XF , defined by the equation

(a∇Mo(∇φC
k ),∇v) = −(a∇φC

k ,∇v) ∀ v ∈ XF . (3.28)

The operator Mo is non-local (this was pointed out in [25], in which Mo

is called the “fine scale Green’s function”). This stems from the fact that
there are functions v ∈ X such that the supports of QCv and φC

k intersect,
while the support of QCv is not contained in the support of φC

k .
For each k, we approximate Mo(∇φC

k ) by restricting the test space and
trial space in problem (3.28). That is, we replace Mo(∇φC

k ) by the function
M̃o(∇φC

k ) ∈ Y F
k ⊂ XF which satisfies

(a∇M̃oφC
k ,∇v) = −(a∇φC

k ,∇v) ∀ v ∈ Y F
k . (3.29)

The space Y F
k is a proper subset of XF which is somehow localized near

the support of φC
k . If we choose Y F

k = XF for all k, then there is no
approximation: M̃o = Mo. However, if we choose Y F

k to be the set of
v ∈ XF that vanish outside the support of φC

k , then we have completely
localized the problem by ignoring the effect of long-range coupling between
fine scale features in the solution.

3.1 The Spaces XC and XF

To describe this approach more precisely, we set d = 2 and let TC denote
a conforming triangulation of the set D (we could also use rectangular el-
ements). For each node xC

k , k = 1, . . . , Nc, let SC
k ⊂ D denote the union

of triangles that have xC
k as a common vertex. For each k, let φC

k de-
note the continuous, piecewise linear function supported on SC

k such that
φC

k (xC
m) = δk,m. Thus, xC

k is the center vertex of the hat-function φC
k . Let

XC be the finite element space spanned by the basis {φC
k }Nc

k=1. In the method
we describe, we could also choose higher order elements for the XC basis.
For clarity, however, we assume the φC

k are piecewise linear unless stated
otherwise.

For the larger fine scale space XR we will use a finite element space
obtained by refining the coarse grid. We define the refined mesh TR which
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is subordinate to the mesh TC . By this we mean that TR is a refinement of
TC so that every triangle in TC is a union of triangles in TR. We denote by
XR the corresponding finite element space, which contains XC .

Let us describe some features of the fine scale space XF , supposing that
we choose PC to be the H1

0 projection. In this case, the condition v ∈ XF

can be expressed by the constraints (∇v,∇φC
k ) = 0 for all φC

k in the XC

basis. If the coarse scale elements are piecewise linear, then for each coarse
scale basis function φC

k the gradient ∇φC
k is piecewise constant, constant

within each coarse scale triangle. Therefore, v ∈ XF if and only if for each
k = 1, . . . Nc

0 = (∇v,∇φC
k ) =

∑

Ti∈SC
k

∫

Ti

∇v · ∇φC
k =

∑

Ti∈SC
k

∫

∂Ti

v(pi · νi) dx

where pi is the value of ∇φC
k in the triangle Ti, and νi is the outward unit

normal to Ti. Note: the constants pi and the triangles Ti depends on k. If
we write this as a sum over all the edges that define SC

k , including interior
edges, we have ∑

E∈SC
k

w(E)
∫

∂E
v dx = 0 (3.30)

for each k = 1, . . . , Nc. Here, the set {w(E)}E are constant weights (pos-
sibly negative) indexed by the edges E that make up SC

k . The weights
are determined by the jump in ∇φC

k across edge E and have the form
w(E) = (pi− pj) · ν where pi, pj are the values of ∇φC

k in adjacent triangles.
Equation (3.30) shows that XF must contain all functions v ∈ XR that have
zero mean across each edge in the coarse mesh. However, this property is
not a necessary condition for membership in XF . Equation (3.30) also shows
that XF contains all elements of XR whose support is contained within a
single coarse scale triangle. Nevertheless, there are elements of XF which
are supported on the entire domain D, rather than locally.

3.2 Spatial Localization and Oversampling

Here we further describe the localization strategy used to approximate M̃o(∇φC
k )

in (3.29). The function µF may be approximated in a similar way. We define
a family of fine-scale spaces Y F

k ⊂ XF , indexed by the k which corresponds
to the coarse scale elements {φC

k }Nc
k=1. For each k, we take Y F

k to be a subset
of functions in XF that vanish at points sufficiently far from the support of
φC

k .
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For example, the simplest non-trivial approximation of M̃o(∇φC
k ) is to

define the space Y F
k by

Y F
k = XF ∩H1

0 (SC
k ), (3.31)

which is the subspace of XF of functions supported in SC
k , the support of

φC
k . Since we restrict the support in this way, any v ∈ H1

0 (SC
k ) might be non-

orthogonal to only a few elements in XC , the immediate neighbor elements
of φC

k . This completely localizes the fine scale problem for each φC
k . Since

the support of v ∈ Y F
k coincides with the support of φC

k , we will refer to this
first scenario as the case of no oversampling.

The next level of approximation involves enlarging the support of the
functions in Y F

k . We replace SC
k by a larger set ŜC

k which is the union of
the supports of φC

k and one layer of its neighbors. This is in the spirit of
“oversampling” proposed for the multiscale methods in [20, 21, 1]. So, for
one layer of oversampling, we let the sampling region be

ŜC
k =

⋃

m∈NC(k)

SC
k (3.32)

and
Y F

k = XF ∩H1
0 (ŜC

k ), (3.33)

where NC(k) denotes the set of indices corresponding to coarse scale ele-
ments neighboring φC

k (elements with support that intersects SC
k , including

φC
k itself). Similarly, we can add multiple layers of oversampling. In the

extreme case, ŜC
k = D and Y F

k = XF . Figure 1 shows the relationship be-
tween the coarse scale elements φC

k and the locally refined spaces Y F
k when

one layer of oversampling is used.
Returning to equation (3.29), we may enforce the condition v ∈ Y F

k

through the use of constraints and Lagrange multipliers. For example, if
H1

0 projection is used with no oversampling, the problem (3.29) defining
M̃o(∇φC

k ) may be expressed as:

minimize
1
2
(a∇v,∇v) + (a∇φC

k ,∇v) (3.34)

among all v ∈ Y F
k satisfying the constraints

(∇v,∇φC
m) = 0, ∀ m ∈ NC(k). (3.35)

So, if the node xC
k has degree 6, then there will be 7 constraints. The unique

minimizer of the constrained problem is taken to be M̃o(∇φC
k ). Notice that
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Figure 1: LEFT: The support of a coarse scale element φC
k on the coarse

mesh TC . RIGHT: The coarse scale element within the refined mesh TR. The
space Y F

k is defined over this fine mesh. Here, one layer of oversampling is
shown.

because the support of M̃o(∇φC
k ) is restricted to SC

k , the non-oversampling
approximation does not alter the structure of the stiffness matrix

Am,k = (a(I +∇M̃o)∇φC
k , (I +∇M̃o)∇φC

m). (3.36)

If we use one layer of oversampling, the problem defining M̃o(∇φC
k ) may

be expressed as:

minimize
1
2
(a∇v,∇v) + (a∇φC

k ,∇v) (3.37)

among all v ∈ Y F
k satisfying the constraints

(∇v,∇φC
m) = 0, ∀m ∈ NC(r), r ∈ NC(k). (3.38)

The expression m ∈ NC(r), r ∈ NC(k), means that φr is a neighbor of
φC

k and φC
m is a neighbor of φC

r . Thus, there are more constraints to be
satisfied when we use oversampling. The fine scale problem for φC

k is still
localized, but not as localized as in the case of no oversampling. Moreover,
the structure of the matrix Am,k defined above will be altered, since the
support of M̃o(∇φC

k ) extends outside the support of φC
k .

It is easy to see that this approximation strategy may be continued to
define more refined approximations by taking ŜC

k to include the supports of
more distant neighbors of φC

k . The trade-off, of course, is a higher compu-
tational cost associated with a choice of larger sampling regions ŜC

k . More
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computation is needed to compute the reconstructions M̃o(∇φC
k ) and more

computation is needed to solve the coarse scale system, since we add more
off-diagonal terms to the stiffness matrix when there are multiple oversam-
pling layers. Notice that the number of constraints to be satisfied and the
number of off-diagonal terms added to the effective stiffness matrix is inde-
pendent of the level of refinement in the space XR; instead, it depends only
on the definition of the coarse subspace XC and on the number of layers of
oversampling used.

Let us remark that the point of oversampling is not simply to reduce the
numerical effect of boundary layers in the definition of M̃o(∇φC

k ). Rather,
adding more layers of oversampling incorporates the long-range coupling
between fine scales in the solution, which is intrinsic to the problem when
there is no strict scale separation.

3.3 Adaptive Oversampling and Refinement

It is not clear a priori how much “oversampling” is needed in the definition
of the spaces Y F

k in order to achieve a certain accuracy; this will depend
on the structure of the coefficients. In this section we propose an adaptive
strategy for determining the optimal level of oversampling, and we intend
to implement this strategy in future work. For the simulations shown in the
following section, however, we use a fixed level of oversampling (either zero,
one, or two layers). Nevertheless, the simulations demonstrate the need for
an adaptive approach since the wrong choice of the oversampling domain will
lead to either increased error in the solution or unnecessary computational
cost. For example, when the coefficients are periodic (Section 4.1), one layer
of oversampling is enough to achieve significant error reduction. When the
coefficients are generated randomly (Section 4.2), two layers are needed.

Unless the coefficients are periodic and have the form a(x/ε), it also is
not clear how refined the space XR should be in order to fully resolve the
fine scales within the region ŜC

k . Indeed there are two sources of error in the
above approximation:

(i) resolution error due to defining the fine scale spaces Y F
k too coarsely.

(ii) localization error due to the choice of ŜC
k as a proper subset of D.

To reduce these errors, we propose two types of adaptivity to be analyzed in
future work. The goal of an adaptive strategy would be to reduce resolution
error and localization error with minimal additional computational cost.
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The first type of adaptivity aims at reducing the resolution error. For a
given coarse scale element φC

k , the residual

R(v) = (a(I +∇M̃o)∇φC
k ),∇v) (3.39)

gives a measure of the error associated with approximating (3.28) by (3.29).
If the local fine scale space Y F

k is sufficiently refined, then R(v) will be small
for all v ∈ H1

0 \ Y F
k that have support inside ŜC

k . Therefore, we may refine
XF adaptively, until this residual is below some threshold parameter η, for
all v ∈ H1

0 \ Y F
k that have support inside ŜC

k . For ŜC
k fixed, this may be

done using the techniques described in the work of Binev, Cohen, Dahmen,
and DaVore [10, 7] and references therein.

The second type of adaptivity involves selecting the amount of oversam-
pling adaptively. Here is the basic idea. Beginning with the first approxi-
mation scheme, ŜC

k = SC
k , let ∂Y R

k denote the set of basis elements in XR

whose central node is supported on the boundary of ŜC
k . These are the fine

scale elements that straddle the boundary of ŜC
k . Note that ∂Y R

k ∩ Y F
k = ∅,

since the elements of Y F
k are supported within SC

k . For each of these strad-
dling nodes v ∈ ∂Y R

k , compute the residual R(v). If R(v) > η for some
v in this set of elements straddling the boundary of ŜC

k , then we enlarge
SC

k to include the support of v. Also, we enlarge the space Y F
k accordingly.

Then solve for Mo(∇φk) using this new set Y F
k . Continue the expansion

procedure until R(v) < η for all of the straddling nodes v or until ŜC
k = D,

in which case we are computing Mo(∇φC
k ) exactly.

For the numerical simulations described in the next section, we show in
Figures 2 and 3 the functions M̃o(∇φC

k ) computed with various levels of
oversampling using the H1

0 projection. The coefficients a(x) are periodic.
We observe that the function Mo(∇φC

k ) (Figure 3b) is localized near the
support of φC

k . The error in the approximation decreases exponentially as
a function of the number of layers used in oversampling. With no layers
of oversampling (Figure 2a), the relative H1 error between Mo(∇φC

k ) and
the approximation M̃o(∇φC

k ) is 20%. With just one layer of oversampling,
this relative error is reduced to 0.7%. With two layers and four layers of
oversampling, the error is reduced further to 0.3% and 0.07%, respectively.

3.3.1 Determination of XC

For some applications, the fine scales of the solution may be of no interest
once the effective coarse scale equation (2.19) has been computed. Neverthe-
less, it is not clear a priori what level of refinement to choose for the space
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Figure 2: The function M̃o(∇φC
k ) computed with no oversampling (left) and

one layer of oversampling (right). The projection is the H1 projection. The
relative H1 error between these approximations and Mo(∇φC

k ) computed
with complete oversampling (Figure 3b) is 20% and 0.7%, respectively.

Figure 3: The function M̃o(∇φC
k ) computed with four layers of oversam-

pling (left) and complete oversampling (right). The projection is the H1

projection. The relative H1 error between the function shown in the left
plot and Mo(∇φC

k ) computed with complete oversampling is 0.07%.
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XC in order that the function uC ∈ XC be close to the true solution u. In
other words, it is not clear how to choose the XC so that QCu = u − uC

be small. This is not an issue of resolving the fine scales; it is an issue of
what is considered coarse and what is considered fine in the decomposition
XR = XC ⊕XF . For example, the simulations of Section 4.3 show that the
reconstructed component µF may form a significant portion of the entire
solution u.

The choice of XC can be made adaptively in the projection framework,
as follows. The approximate reconstruction operator M̃o(∇φk) gives us a
measurement of the error in the coarse scale solution. So, the coarse grid may
be refined based on analysis of the functions M̃o(∇φk), which are local. We
can refine XC in space (h refinement) or in polynomial order (p refinement),
and the refinement choice may be based locally on the interpolation of the
function

wk = φC
k + M̃o(∇φC

k ).

Without refinement of XC , our best approximation of wk with respect to
the projection PC is simply wold

k = φC
k . Following the idea of automatic hp-

adaptivity in the work of Demkowicz [11], we may choose the combination
of h and p refinement that significantly reduces the interpolation error:

‖wnew
k − wk‖ ≤ λ‖wold

k − wk‖ = λ‖M̃o(∇φC
k )‖ (3.40)

where wnew
k denotes the new interpolant of wk in the (locally) refined coarse

basis and λ ∈ (0, 1) is a tunable parameter.

4 Numerical Simulations

To test the approximation scheme, we consider the problem (1.1) in the unit
square D = [0, 1]2 in two dimensions. For the coefficients a(x), we use either
a periodic function or a randomly generated function. We implemented the
multiscale method using the FreeFem++ software which may be downloaded
from [17]. All simulations were performed on a single processor. More
implementation details are given in the appendix.

We compare the results with both a highly resolved Galerkin solution
(uRG) and a coarse Galerkin solution (uCG). Moreover, we distinguish be-
tween uC , which is the coarse scale component produced by the multiscale
algorithm, and uC+ = uC +M̃(∇uC) which is the coarse component plus the
reconstructed fine scales. The highly resolved Galerkin solution is computed
on a mesh that is equivalent to the resolution given by the multiscale method
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with reconstruction. Thus, if the operator M is computed without local-
ization, the multiscale solution and the high resolution Galerkin solution
agree. So, if the M̃ is a good approximation of M, we expect uC+ ≈ uRG,
so that ‖uRG − uC+‖L2 and ‖uRG − uC+‖H1 should be much smaller than
‖uRG − uCG‖L2 and ‖uRG − uCG‖H1 , respectively. Also, we expect that
‖uRG − uC‖L2 will be smaller than ‖uRG − uCG‖L2 , since uC is like coarse
component of the homogenized solution in homogenization theory. However,
we do not expect ‖uRG−uC‖H1 to differ significantly from ‖uRG−uCG‖H1 ,
since neither uC nor uCG contain fine scale structure present in the highly
resolved solution uRG.

In the data tables we display the relative change in error. For example,
if we measure the relative change in H1 error,

Relative change =
‖uC+ − uRG‖H1

0
− ‖uCG − uRG‖H1

0

‖uCG − uRG‖H1
0

(4.41)

Therefore, the entries in the columns for uCG are normalized to 0%, and a
value of −50% in the table indicates a 50% reduction in the error relative
to the error in the coarse Galerkin solution.

4.1 Simulation 1: Periodic Coefficients

First, we test the method with zero Dirichlet boundary condition and peri-
odic coefficients of the form

a(x) = 1.1 + sin(n2πx) sin(n2πy). (4.42)

using the H1
0 projection. The forcing function f(x) is a function in XC

with compact support near the middle of the domain. The highly resolved
Galerkin solution was computed on a grid of size 225 × 225, while the low
resolution Galerkin solution was computed on a grid of size 15 × 15. For
the multiscale scheme, the coarse scale components are defined on a grid
of size 15 × 15 (the same grid used for the coarse Galerkin solution). The
reconstruction is computed at a scale equivalent to a 225 × 225 global dis-
cretization, so the reconstructed solution has an effective resolution equal to
that of the highly resolved Galerkin solution.

Table 1 shows the relative change in error when using the H1 projection
and various amounts of oversampling. For this simulation, we used n = 15.
The relative error in these computations is in very good agreement with the
comments we made above (4.41) regarding its behavior in the L2 and in the
H1 norms. It is also clear that in the case of periodic coefficients one layer
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of oversampling is sufficient to reduce the error. In this case, taking more
layers does not further reduce the error significantly.

H1 projection 0 Layers 1 Layer 2 Layers uCG

‖uRG − uC‖L2 +140% -69.2% -69.4% 0%

‖uRG − uC+‖L2 +139% -86.1% -89.4 % -

‖uRG − uC‖H1 +8.0% -2.5% -2.4% 0

‖uRG − uC+‖H1 -9.1% -77.7% -84.2% -

Table 1: Relative change in error for Simulation 1 with periodic coefficients
(4.42). uRG denotes high-resolution Galerkin solution, uCG denotes the low-
resolution Galerkin solution. As the amount of oversampling increases from
0 to 2 layers, the error decreases significantly. When no oversampling is
used, the multiscale method produces poor results.

4.2 Simulation 2: Random coefficients

Next, we test the method using coefficients constructed randomly. We divide
the grid into a 70× 70 mesh and set

a(x) =
∑

n

an(ω)φn(x) (4.43)

where {φn(x)} is the nodal basis corresponding to the grid, and {an} are
chosen randomly and independently according to the rule an = 0.01 with
probability 0.3 and an = 1.0 with probability 0.7. The function a(x) is shown
in Figure 4(b). The forcing function in this simulation is more concentrated
than in the periodic case, but has the same structure. We enforce u = 0 on
the boundary of the domain. The relative errors are shown in Table 2. As
in the periodic case, the relative error in these computations is in very good
agreement with the comments we made above (4.41) regarding its behavior
in the L2 and in the H1 norms. In the case of random coefficients, we note
that one layer of oversampling is not sufficient for reducing the error, as
was the case with periodic coefficients. In the case of random coefficients,
the irregular oscillation of the coefficients requires more oversampling. The
amount of oversampling that is needed is not known in advance but must
be determined adaptively.
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H1 projection 0 Layers 1 Layer 2 Layers uCG

‖uRG − uC‖L2 +813% +3.9% -59.0 % 0%

‖uRG − uC+‖L2 +803% 3.1% -63.5% -

‖uRG − uC‖H1 +98% -1.1% -2.9% 0%

‖uRG − uC+‖H1 +435% -17.6% -41.7% -

Table 2: Relative change in error for Simulation 2 with random coefficients
(4.43). uRG denotes high-resolution Galerkin solution, uCG denotes the
low-resolution Galerkin solution. As the amount of oversampling increases
from 0 to 2 layers, the error decreases. When no oversampling is used, the
multiscale method produces poor results.

4.3 Simulation 3: Random coefficients with imposed pres-
sure gradient

Now we test the method using random coefficients with a pressure gradient
imposed at the boundary. That is, we impose

u(x1, x2) = bx1, x ∈ ∂D (4.44)

where b > 0 is a constant. We impose an external forcing similar to the
case above. As before, the function f ∈ XC is supported near the middle
of the domain. To handle the boundary condition, we compute the function
w = u− bx1 ∈ H1

0 which satisfies

(a(x)∇w,∇v) = (f, v)− (b∂x1a(x), ∂x1v). (4.45)

for all v ∈ H1
0 . The coefficients are defined as before, on a grid of size

70 × 70. The highly resolved Galerkin solution was computed on a grid of
size 225×225, while the low resolution Galerkin solution was computed on a
grid of size 15×15. The results are shown in Table 3. We see that oscillatory
part of the inhomogeneous term in (4.45) makes a significant difference in
the behavior of the error in the L2 norm (lines one and two in Table 3).
This is because the µF term from (2.22) is not negligible now.

4.4 Summary of Numerical Results

In each simulation, we observe that the multiscale method with oversampling
significantly reduces the L2 and H1 error, when compared with the coarse
Galerkin solution. If no oversampling is used, the method produces poor
results when the scale of oscillations in a(x) is comparable to the size of the
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Figure 4: Left: The periodic function a(x). Here the ratio of domain width
to period size is n = 15. Right: The randomly generated function a(x) = 1.0
(purple) or a(x) = 0.01 (yellow).

Figure 5: (Random coefficients with pressure gradient) Left: High resolution
Galerkin solution. Right: Low resolution Galerkin solution. The color yellow
corresponds to the lowest value; purple corresponds to the highest value.
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Figure 6: (Random coefficients with pressure gradient) Left: High resolution
Galerkin solution. Right: The multiscale solution uC with reconstruction
of fine scales using no oversampling. The fine scale features in the solution
are reproduced somewhat, but not as well as in the case when oversampling
is used (next figure). Note: we have subtracted off the linear part of the
solution.

Figure 7: (Random coefficients with pressure gradient) Left: High resolution
Galerkin solution. Right: The multiscale solution uC with reconstruction
of fine scales using one layer of oversampling. The fine scale features in
the solution are reproduced well. Note: we have subtracted off the linear
part of the solution.
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H1 projection 0 Layers 1 Layer 2 Layers uCG

‖uRG − uC‖L2 +72% -3.1 % -1.5% 0%

‖uRG − uC+‖L2 +56% -59.7% -54.6% -

‖uRG − uC‖H1 +0.1% -0.1% -0.1% 0%

‖uRG − uC+‖H1 -52.8% -76.4% -78.7% -

Table 3: Relative change in error for Simulation 3 with random coefficients
(4.43). uRG denotes high-resolution Galerkin solution, uCG denotes the low-
resolution Galerkin solution.

coarse scale elements. This is similar to what the authors of [21, 14] have
called “resonance error”. We observe that the technique of oversampling
reduces this error.

As shown in Figure 7, the method reproduces the fine scale features in the
solution quite well. The error decreases with more layers of oversampling.
We also observe that the computation of the inhomogeneous term µF is
significant in reproducing the fine scales of the solution. As shown in Figure
8, the multiscale solution does not resemble the highly resolved solution
when this term is ignored.

4.5 Computational Cost

As with other multiscale methods we have mentioned (e.g. [1, 20, 4, 29]),
the functions M̃o(∇φC

k ) and µj
k may be computed independently; so, these

computations may be parallelized easily. If the problem must be solved for
multiple forcing functions f(x), the functions M̃o(∇φC

k ) and the integrals
(a(I+∇M̃o)∇φC

k ), (I+∇M̃o)∇φC
m) may be computed once for all instances

of f . The functions µj
k, however, must be recomputed. Nevertheless, µF does

not appear in the effective coarse scale equation. So, if we are content with
the approximation u ≈ uC + M̃o(∇uC), then the fine scale approximations
can be performed only once.

Suppose that there are O(Nd) coarse scale basis functions. Let L << N
be the number of layers used in oversampling, L = 0 corresponding to no
oversampling. To define the fine mesh, we divide each coarse element into
O(Md) fine elements. Thus in the fine mesh, there are O(NdMd) basis
functions. If we computed the Galerkin solution using the fine scale mesh,
the dimension of the stiffness matrix is O(NdMd).

With the multiscale method, the local problems are solved on a domain
made up of O((1 + L)d) coarse scale elements, so the basis for each local
problem has O((1+L)dMd) fine scale elements. For each fine scale problem
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Figure 8: (Random coefficients with pressure gradient) Left: High resolution
Galerkin solution. Right: The multiscale solution reconstructed solution
without the µF correction: uC +M̃o(∇uC). Two layers of oversampling
are used. This example shows the importance of computing the term µF in
reconstructing the fine scales of the solution.

there are O((1 + L)d) constraints, so that the linear system is of size

O((1 + L)d(Md + 1)). (4.46)

There are O(Nd) of these problems to solve.
Let Sg(D) denote the cost of solving the Galerkin problem with D de-

grees of freedom, and let Sfs(D,K) denote the cost of solving one of the
fine scale systems with D degrees of freedom plus K constraints. Then the
computational cost of the solving the high resolution Galerkin problem is

Chres = Sg(NdMd) (4.47)

and the cost of computing the multiscale solution is

Cms = Sg(Nd) +NdSfs(O((1 + L)dMd), O((1 + L)d)), (4.48)

which is the cost of the effective coarse scale problem plus the Nd local
problems.

If a conjugate gradient algorithm is used to solve the coarse and fine
scale systems iteratively, then Sg(D) = O(D3/2) if O(D1/2) iterations are
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used, and Sfs(D,K) = O(D3/2K3/2). In this case,

Cms

Chres
≤ O(N3d/2 +Nd(1 + L)9d/4M3d/2)

O(N3d/2M3d/2)
= O(M−3d/2)+O(N−d/2(1+L)9d/4)

(4.49)
So, as long as L = o(N2/9), the cost of computing the multiscale method
may be dramatically smaller than the cost of computing the high resolution
solution, even when the local problems are not computed in parallel. Note
that the width of the oversampling region in physical space is of the size
O(L∆x) = O(L/N). If L is chosen to satisfy L = o(N2/9), then the width
of the layer (in spatial units) must vanish as N →∞.

All of the numerical simulations that we have shown were performed on
a single processor. In those simulations, we observed that the multiscale
method was much more computationally expensive than the high-resolution
Galerkin method. Nevertheless, the mesh sizes used in the simulations were
relatively coarse compared to what might be necessary for a practical prob-
lem. As N and M increase, the above bounds show that the multiscale
method offers significant savings over the traditional Galerkin approach.

5 Relation to Existing Theory and Methods

In this section, we compare the projection framework presented in Section 2
to homogenization theory when the coefficients have a strong scale separa-
tion (for example, see [6], [28]). We also, compare the framework to existing
multiscale methods based on wavelets, multiscale finite element bases, and
harmonic coordinates.

5.1 Homogenization Theory

Suppose that aε(x) has the form aε(x) = a(x/ε) for some matrix a(y) that
is periodic in y, and that f ε → f strongly in H−1(D). Let uε(x) solve

−∇ · (aε∇uε) = f ε x ∈ D (5.50)

with u = 0 on ∂D. It is known that as ε → 0, the solution uε converges
weakly in H1 to a function ū ∈ H1(D) that solves an effective elliptic equa-
tion, an “upscaled” equation. Thus, the difference (uε− ū) converges to zero
only weakly in H1(D), and it is this difference that is captured by the fine
scale reconstruction M(∇uε

C) in the multiscale framework.
The effective equation for ū ∈ H1

0 is

(ā∇ū,∇v) = (f, v), ∀v ∈ H1
0 , (5.51)
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where ā is the homogenized matrix given by

āij =
∫

Td

(
aij(y) +

d∑

n=1

ain(y)
∂χj

∂yn

)
dy. (5.52)

The functions χj(y) are periodic in y and solve

−∇y · a(y)∇yχ
j = ∇y · a(y)ej , y ∈ Td, (5.53)

From (5.52) we see that a simple average of a(x), denoted by 〈a〉, is the
wrong homogenized coefficient; the necessary correction will come from the
linear part of reconstruction operator.

Suppose that the space XC is fixed with respect to ε. We can decompose
the solution uε as

uε = uε
C +Mε(∇uε

C) = uε
C +Mo,ε(∇uε

C) + µε
F (5.54)

where the operators Mε and Mo,ε, the coarse component uε
C , and the func-

tion µε
F now depend on ε. This representation is exact. If we approximate uε

by a function uε,L using the localization and oversampling strategy described
in section 3.2, we decompose uε,L as

uε,L = uε,L
C + M̃ε

L(∇uε,L
C ) = uε,L

C + M̃o,ε
L (∇uε,L

C ) + µε,L
F . (5.55)

Here we use M̃o,ε
L and µε,L

F to denote approximations toMo,ε and µε
F , respec-

tively, where L ≥ 0 denotes the number of layers used in the oversampling
scheme described in Section 3.2. So, for each coarse scale basis function
φk ∈ XC , the problem defining M̃o,ε

L is:

(aε∇M̃o,ε
L (∇φk),∇v) = −(aε∇φk,∇v), ∀v ∈ Y F

k , (5.56)

where Y F
k denotes the approximation of XF defined by L layers of oversam-

pling around the support of φk. The function µε,L
F is defined by

µε,L
F =

∑

k

φC
k µ

ε,L
F,k (5.57)

where, for each k = 1, . . . , Nc, µ
ε,L
F,k ∈ Y F

k ⊂ XF satisfies

(aεµε,L
F,k,∇v) = (f, v), ∀v ∈ Y F

k .

When L is large enough so that the oversampling regions correspond with
the entire domain D, then (5.54) and (5.55) are equivalent. However, it
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is desirable to let L be small, so that the computational complexity of the
scheme remains low.

In a similar way, we may decompose the solution to the homogenized
problem as

ū = ūC +M(∇ūC) = ūC +Mo(∇ūC) + µ̄F (5.58)

where the operators M and Mo and the function µ̄F are defined as in (2.19
- 2.22) with a(x) replaced by the homogenized coefficients ā. We use ūC to
denote PC ū. The equation for ūC is

(ā(∇ūC +∇Mo(∇ūC) +∇µ̄F ),∇v) = 〈f, v〉, ∀v ∈ XC , (5.59)

or in symmetrized form

(ā(∇ūC +∇Mo(∇ūC)), (∇v̄+∇Mo(∇v̄))) = 〈f, v+Mo(∇v)〉, ∀v ∈ XC .
(5.60)

This equation is exact for ūC . However, as with uε, we could approximate ū
using the localization and oversampling scheme, so that the approximation
ūL has the decomposition

ūL = ūL
C +ML(∇ūL

C) = ūL
C +Mo

L(∇ūL
C) + µ̄L

F . (5.61)

Here, ML and µ̄L
F are defined as in (5.56) and (5.57) with aε replaced by

ā. The function ūL
C ∈ XC solves the symmetrized equation (2.19) with Mo

and µ̄F replaced by the approximations Mo
L and µ̄L

F , respectively.
The following proposition summarizes how each term in the decomposi-

tion of uε,L behaves in the limit ε → 0. The proof of the proposition is in
the appendix.

Proposition 5.1 Suppose that XC is defined by piecewise linear elements
and that PC is the H1 projection. Let ūε,L solve the symmetrized equation
(2.19) with Mo,ε and µε

F replaced by the approximations M̃o,ε
L and µε,L

F given
by (5.56) and (5.57). As ε→ 0,

(i) uε,L
C → ūL

C strongly in H1
0 (D),

(ii) M̃o,ε
L (∇uε,L

C ) →Mo
L(∇ūL

C) weakly in H1
0 (D),

(iii) µε,L
F → µ̄L

F weakly in H1
0 (D),

(iv) aε∇M̃o,ε
L (∇φ) → ā∇Mo

L(∇φ) + (ā− 〈a〉)∇φ weakly in (L2(D))d,

(v) aε∇µε,L
F → ā∇µ̄L

F weakly in (L2(D))d.
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Thus, as ε→ 0, uε,L
C converges to the function ūL

C which solves
(
ā(I +∇Mo

L)∇ūL
C , (I +∇Mo

L)∇v)) = (f, v+Mo
L∇v), ∀v ∈ XC , (5.62)

where ā is the homogenized matrix given by (5.52).

The main point of the proposition is that the correct homogenized coeffi-
cients (ā) are recovered, regardless of the number of layers used in oversam-
pling. When L is large enough so that the oversampling region is actually
the entire domain D, then ūL = ū, and (5.62) is the exact equation for
ūC = PC ū. For any L ≥ 0, however, (5.62) is just the homogenized equa-
tion projected onto the Nc-dimensional space spanned by basis functions
ψk = φC

k +Mo
L(∇φC

k ).
The operatorM and its approximationMo

L are nonlocal, so the nonlocal
nature of the reconstruction operator does not disappear entirely in the
limit ε → 0, since M(∇ūC) = QC ū 6= 0, in general. However, as ε → 0,
the effective coefficients are determined locally. So, when we apply the
localization and oversampling strategy described in Section 3.2, the method
still correctly captures the homogenized coefficients. The nonlocal term that
is left in the equation after ε→ 0 may be negligible (in H1), since ‖QC ū‖H1

may be small, depending on the regularity of ū and the choice of XC .
The convergence in (ii) and (iii) shows that the distinction between M̃o,ε

L

and µε,L
F is preserved in the limit. The function µ̄L

F does not appear in the
coarse scale equation (5.62) for ūL

C , and (5.62) can be obtained without com-
puting the functions µε

F . This suggests that µε,L
F plays no role in determining

the homogenized coefficients for the ūL
C . Indeed, from (iv) we see that the

correction comes from the linear part of the reconstruction operator. Nev-
ertheless, the functions µε,L

F will be insignificant in the limit ε → 0 only if
the homogenized solution is relatively smooth and f has no fine scale oscil-
lations relative to the space XC . In that case, ‖µ̄L

F ‖H1 may be negligible,
since ‖µ̄L

F ‖H1 ≤ ‖QC ū
L‖H1 , and the latter may be small, depending on the

regularity of ū and the choice of XC .

5.2 Wavelet-based methods

The multiscale framework of Section 2 was also used by Engquist and Run-
borg [15, 16] and Chertock and Levy [9] to derive a compressed form of the
differential operator L = −∇ · a∇ acting on a wavelet basis {φk}. In that
context, the authors define the effective variational problem in terms of the
Schur complement of a matrix representation of the discretized operator.
The spaces XC and XF are finite dimensional spaces corresponding to the
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dyadic level 2−j1 and 2−j2 , respectively, j1 < j2. If Lk,l = (a∇φl,∇φk) is the
stiffness matrix, then we can decompose Lk,l into four components, accord-
ing to its operation on the spaces XC and XF which represent course-scale
elements and fine scale elements, respectively:

Lu =
( A B
C D

)( QCu
PCu

)
∆=

( QLQ QLP
PLQ PLP

)( QCu
PCu

)
=

( QCf
PCf

)

The coarse scale component uC = PCu satisfies the equation

L̄uC = (D − CA−1B)uC = Pf − CA−1Qf. (5.63)

The matrix L̄ is known as the Schur complement. If we could compute A−1

and solve (5.63) exactly, then we could obtain the full solution u by back
substitution since

QCu = A−1BuC +A−1QCf. (5.64)

Note that this is another way of expressing the relationship (2.8). The
equivalence between the two frameworks is seen in the relations

M(∇v) = A−1Bv +A−1QCf,

Mo(∇v) = A−1Bv
µF = A−1QCf

for any v ∈ XC .
From this point of view, the most challenging part of the problem is to

approximate A−1. Presumably, this is a difficult computation due to the
large number of fine scale elements.

5.3 Finite Element Methods

The multiscale projection framework is also closely related to other finite
element methods designed to capture the homogenization effect when there
is strong scale separation. The approach of [20, 21, 14, 22, 1, 29] is to
transform the typical coarse-scale basis elements into multiscale elements
that contain some information about the small scales in the coefficients.
That is, given a high-dimensional finite element space XR, we want to find
a lower dimensional space X ′

R that approximates the solution well, yet the
standard basis for XC will give a poor approximation when there are small
scales in the coefficients. So, we define a new basis by mapping φC

k 7→ ψk ∈
XR:

ψk = φC
k + M̃oφC

k . (5.65)
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Although the new basis contains fine scale information, the dimension of the
new basis is the same as the original coarse basis.

This is the perspective of Hou, et.al. [20, 21, 14, 22], which is based on
the asymptotically valid homogenization approximation

uε(x) ≈ u0(x) + ε
d∑

i=1

χi(x,
x

ε
)
∂u0(x)
∂xi

. (5.66)

In that approach, the operator M̃o is linear, but may not map into H1. This
is because the function M̃o(∇φC

k ) is constructed over each triangular com-
ponent separately and then pieced together. The multiscale basis functions
solve ∇ · (a(x)∇ψk) = 0 within the interior of each triangular component
of SC

k (assuming full resolution), yet the functions ψk are not continuous
across the boundaries of the triangles if oversampling is used. With any
level of oversampling used to define ψk in this way, the resulting effective
coarse-scale equation for u will still be inexact.

The present approach is similar to this approach but not equivalent to
it. As we have shown in Section 2 the projection framework, rather than the
homogenization approximation (5.66), naturally defines the suitable multi-
scale basis, depending on the projection, depending on the norm in which
one wants to minimize error. In the projection framework, the approximate
reconstruction operator M̃o maps into H1

0 .
Within each coarse triangle, the basis functions ψk = φC

k + M̃o(∇φC
k )

satisfy
∇ · (a∇ψk) = 0,

as in [20]. However, in the framework we have described the elements are
continuous across the boundaries, even with oversampling, and they satisfy
(3.30) along the triangle edges. Moreover, if full oversampling is used, then
the resulting coarse scale equation is exact. The coupling of fine scales in
the solution is correctly captured, even when there is no scale separation in
the coefficients.

Another difference between the two approaches lies in the fact that the
multiscale strategy of [20, 21, 14] does not approximate the function µF ,
which is the affine component of the operator M. Of course, if this function
is zero, then there is no need to approximate it. However, µF ≡ 0 if and
only if

〈f, v〉 = 0, ∀v ∈ X⊥
j . (5.67)

This condition implies that f ∈ H−1 acts only on the finite dimensional
space XC . In particular, if piecewise linear elements and the H1 projection
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are used, and if f has an L1
loc representation, this condition implies that

f ≡ 0. This follows from the fact that any smooth function η that is
compactly supported within a coarse scale triangle T is in X⊥

C since

(∇η,∇φk) =
∫

T
∇η · pk dx = 0 (5.68)

where pk is the constant vector equal to∇kφ in the triangle T . So, if f ∈ L1
loc

and f 6= 0, then the term µF will not vanish. As we demonstrate later in the
numerical simulations, leaving out the µF term may dramatically diminish
the quality of the fine scale reconstruction.

5.3.1 Harmonic Coordinates

Another approach to constructing multiscale basis functions is to transform
the coarse scale elements by a change of variables F (x) : D → D using
harmonic coordinates, which play a fundamental role in the analysis of the
homogenization problem for periodic and random media (see Chapter 1 of
[27], for example). This is the strategy of Allaire and Brizzi [1] and Owhadi
and Zhang [29]. The transformed elements have the form (5.65) since

ψk(x) = φC
k (F (x))

= φC
k (x) +

(
φC

k (F (x))− φC
k (x)

)

= φC
k (x) + M̃oφC

k

Although the operator M̃o is linear and maps into H1
0 , the map F (x) may

distort the domain so that ψk and φC
k may have disjoint support. We also

note that in this framework, M̃o operates on φC
k rather than its gradient.

In [1], the coordinate change is defined locally, making the method more
feasible computationally for large problems, in the same way that the lo-
calization described in Sections 3 and 4.5 improves efficiency. It was shown
in [1] that when {φC

k } are piecewise linear, the transformed basis functions
{ψk} satisfy the definition used by Hou et.al. [20, 21] described in the pre-
ceding section.

The method of [29] is the same, except that the coordinate change is
defined globally by

−∇ · (a∇Fi) = 0, x ∈ D (5.69)

with Fi = xi on ∂D, i = 1, . . . , d. If a(x) and the map F (x) have sufficient
regularity (i.e. “stability” of the matrix σ = (∇F )Ta∇F , see Definition
1.1 of [29]), the authors show that u(x) = w(F (x)) where w(y) satisfies an
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elliptic equation in non-divergence form. Then using regularity estimates
for w they are able to show that (see Theorem 1.6)

‖u− uh‖H1 ≤ Chα‖f‖L∞ , (5.70)

where uh solves the Galerkin problem in the multiscale basis {ψk} and α is
some positive number depending on the coefficients.

If a(x) is smooth, then the conditions necessary to obtain (5.70) are sat-
isfied. In this case, (5.70) might be obtained by standard methods without
changing variables. For nonsmooth coefficients it is not clear whether the
necessary conditions will hold.

When the coefficients are periodic and have the structure a(x/ε), then
homogenization theory predicts that the map F (x) : D → D will be close
to the identity map for small ε. In general, however, this will not be the
case, and the mesh that results from the global change of variables may
be significantly distorted, as shown in [29]. Furthermore, the authors point
out (section 1.3 of [29]) that localizing and coarsening the transformed basis
may reduce the accuracy of the method. In the variational framework we
have described, however, this is not a problem. The solution to the effective
coarse scale equation is given in the standard nodal basis. The localization
and adaptive refinement we have described is well-suited to a hierarchical
decomposition of H1 and does not require irregular meshes.

5.4 Multigrid methods

If the coefficients are sufficiently smooth, multigrid schemes [19] can approx-
imate the solution with complexity O(D), where D is the number of degrees
of freedom. In principle, multigrid schemes could be used to compute the
operator M̃o and the function µF iteratively, with O(D) complexity. In
this case, the estimate (4.48) might be reduced to O(NdMd). Nevertheless,
the multiscale projection framework would present no advantage over multi-
grid in terms of computational cost, since the cost of computing the high
resolution solution directly by multigrid would also be O(NdMd). Never-
theless, the projection framework gives a robust method for computing the
effective coarse-scale operator that does not require the coefficients to be
regular. Moreover, the projection framework can be implemented easily on
unstructured grids.
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6 Summary and Conclusions

We have developed a projection method for multiscale finite element com-
putations that captures correctly the homogenization limit of asymptotic
scale separation. This method combined with a scheme for localizing the
fine scale computations significantly reduces the computational cost for large
problems. Numerical simulations using the public domain FreeFem++ [17]
show that the projection framework captures well multiscale effects with
limited oversampling. We also compare briefly this projection approach to
other multiscale methods, such as wavelets, multiscale finite element bases
and harmonic coordinates.

The numerical simulations suggest the need for an adaptive strategy to
localize the fine scale computations when there is no clear scale separation
in the coefficients. We have described such an adaptive strategy which we
plan to analyze in future work.

Another issue to be explored is the possibility of selective reconstruc-
tion of the fine scales. If the oscillations in the coefficients are statistically
homogeneous, one might compute M̃o(∇φk) for only a few of the φk. The
selection of φk could also be done adaptively, in a manner similar to the
adaptive strategy in [23]. For example, the domain might be decomposed
into large blocks, each made up of several coarse scale triangles. A coarse
scale element is selected from the block and M̃o(∇φk) is computed. The
block is then subdivided and the procedure repeated on the smaller blocks.
If (a∇M̃o(∇φk),∇M̃o(∇φk)) changes little after this subdivision procedure,
then M̃o(∇φk) might be used as the reconstruction for all coarse scale el-
ements within the block. This form of selective reconstruction would be
different from other forms of selective sampling of the coefficients which
have been shown to be ineffective for random media [5]
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7 Appendix A: Implementation Details

We compute uC in three steps:
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1. For each coarse scale basis function φC
k , k = 1, . . . , Nc, compute the

reconstruction M̃o(∇φC
k ) by solving (3.29). There are a total of Nc of

these problems to solve. They are not coupled, and they can be solved
in parallel.

2. Compute the inhomogeneous part of the affine reconstruction operator
by approximating (2.12).

3. Compute the coarse scale solution uC by solving (2.11). To do so, we
must first add to the original stiffness matrix the terms corresponding
to the reconstructed fine scales.

7.1 Computing Mo:

In solving (3.29), we construct a new mesh supported on ŜC
k , depending on

the level of oversampling, and define the locally refined spaces Y F
k . Suppose

that there are s basis elements {φF
k,p}s

p=1 in Y F
k . We solve the fine scale

problem (3.29) as a constrained optimization problem, as expressed in (3.34)
and (3.37). In matrix form the constrained problem (for a given k) has the
structure ( A C

CT 0

) (
αk

λk

)
=

(
F
0

)
(7.71)

HereA is the s×smatrixAq,p = (a∇φF
k,p,∇φF

k,q). The variables αk,1, . . . , αk,s

are the coefficients of M̃o(∇φC
k ) in the Y F

k basis. So, if we think of M̃o as
a matrix,

M̃o
k,p = αk,p, M̃o(∇φC

k ) =
s∑

p=1

αk,p(∇φF
k,p).

The matrix C is the constraint matrix Cp,r = (∇φF
k,p,∇φC

r ) where r runs
through indices corresponding to neighbors of φC

k (1 ≤ r ≤ #constraints).
The vector λk = (λk,1, . . . , λk,r) is the vector of Lagrange multipliers en-
forcing the projection constraints (e.g. (3.35) and (3.38)). The vector F is
Fq = −(a∇φC

k ,∇φF
k,q), q = 1, . . . , s.

7.2 Computing µF :

The function µF may be approximated in a manner similar to the compu-
tation of M̃o(∇φC

k ). To localize the problem for µF we let

µF (x) ≈
Nc∑

k=1

φC
k (x)µF,k(x) (7.72)
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where µF,k ∈ Y F
k solves the localized problem

minimize
1
2
(a∇v,∇v)− 〈f, v〉 (7.73)

among all v ∈ Y F
k satisfying the constraints

(∇v,∇φC
m) = 0, ∀ m ∈ NC(r), r ∈ NC(k). (7.74)

This corresponds to one layer of oversampling. A similar definition holds
for a higher level of oversampling. In the sum, however, the terms φC

k µF,k

are functions supported in SC
k , the support of the coarse scale element φC

k .
The sum (7.73) represents an interpolation between the localized problems.
In a neighborhood of xC

k , µF,k(x) will be close to the true µF . Since the φC
k

sum to one, this gives us an approximation of µF,k(x).
The matrix representation of the µF,k problem is the same as (7.71)

except that the right hand side is different.

7.3 Computing uC:

After computing each fine scale component M̃o(∇φC
k ), k = 1, . . . , Nc, we

build the stiffness matrix for the coarse scale problem

(a(I +∇M̃o)∇uC , (I +∇M̃o)∇v) = 〈f, v + M̃o(∇v)〉 ∀ v ∈ XC , (7.75)

which is an approximation of (2.11). This involves computing the integrals
(a∇M̃o(∇φC

r ),∇M̃o(∇φC
t )) whenever M̃o(∇φC

r ) and M̃o(∇φC
t ) overlap.

If no oversampling is used, ŜC
k = SC

k , and the functions M̃o(∇φC
r ) and

M̃o(∇φC
t ) overlap if and only if φC

r and φC
t are neighbors (the nodes xC

r and
xC

k are connected by a single edge). So, the stiffness matrix has the same
structure as the stiffness matrix for the coarse-scale Galerkin scheme.

With two layers of oversampling, the functions M̃o(∇φC
r ) and M̃o(∇φC

t )
overlap if and only if the nodes xC

r and xC
t are connected by three edges.

This longer range coupling reduces the sparsity in the stiffness matrix. We
also must compute the integrals (a∇M̃o(∇φC

r ),∇φC
t ) whenever M̃o(∇φC

r )
and φC

t overlap, and the integrals (a∇φC
r ,M̃o(∇φC

t )) whenever φC
r and

M̃o(∇φC
t ) overlap.

8 Appendix B: Proof of Proposition 5.1

The fact that the convergence in (i) is strong in H1 is not surprising since
uε,L

C ∈ XC lies in a finite dimensional space. Since uε,L
C is bounded in H1
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independently of ε, we can take a subsequence converging strongly to a limit
ζ̄ ∈ XC . After we examine the behavior of M̃o,ε

L , we will see that this limit
is ζ̄ = ūL

C , the solution to (5.62).
For each coarse scale basis function φk ∈ XC , the problem defining M̃o,ε

L

is:
(aε∇M̃o,ε

L (∇φk),∇v) = −(aε∇φk,∇v), ∀v ∈ Y F
k ,

where Y F
k denotes the approximation of XF defined by L layers of oversam-

pling around the support of φk, as described in Section 3.2. We will now
show that

M̃o,ε
L (∇φ) →Mo

L(∇φ) (8.76)

weakly in H1, where Mo
L(∇φ) ∈ XF is defined by

(ā∇Mo
L(∇φk),∇v) = −(ā∇φk,∇v), ∀v ∈ Y F

k .

Moreover,

aε
(
∇M̃o,ε

L (∇φ) +∇φ
)
→ ā

(∇Mo
L(∇φ) +∇φ)

(8.77)

weakly in (L2(D))d.
These claims can be proved by the oscillating test function method, as

follows (see Section 3.2 of [6]). First, from the boundedness of M̃o,ε
L (∇φk)

in H1 and the boundedness of aε∇M̃o,ε
L (∇φk) in (L2(D))d, we may extract

a subsequence such that

M̃o,ε
L (∇φ) → g ∈ XF

weakly in H1 and strongly in L2, while

aε
(
∇M̃o,ε

L (∇φ) +∇φ
)
→ ξ

weakly in (L2(D))d.
Next, we must identify the limits g and ξ as those given in (8.76) and

(8.77). Let η(x) have compact support contained within one of the coarse
scale triangles. Thus, η ∈ XF . Let wε(x) = x · ej + εχj(x/ε), so that
η(x)wε(x) also has compact support contained within the same coarse scale
triangle. So, η(x)wε(x) ∈ XF , as well, and we can use η(x)wε(x) as a test
function:

(aε∇(M̃o,ε
L (∇φk) + φk),∇(ηwε)) = 0. (8.78)

By definition of wε,

(aε∇v,∇wε) = (∇v, aε∇wε) = 0 (8.79)
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for all v ∈ H1
0 (D). Therefore, (8.78) and (8.79) implies that

(aε∇(M̃o,ε
L (∇φk)+φk), (∇η)wε)) = ((M̃o,ε

L (∇φk)+φk)(∇η), aε∇wε). (8.80)

As ε → 0, wε converges strongly to x · ej in L2(D), while aε∇wε converges
weakly in (L2(D))d to āj , the jth column of the matrix ā. Therefore, by
letting ε→ 0 in (8.80), we see that

(ξ, (∇η)x ·ej) = ((g+φk)(∇η), āj) = āj ·
∫

D
(g(x)+φk(x))∇η(x) dx. (8.81)

Also, we must have
(ξ,∇(η(x)x · ej)) = 0,

since η(x)x · ej ∈ XF . Therefore,

(ξ, (∇η)x · ej) = −
∫

D
ξj(x)η(x) dx. (8.82)

By combining (8.81) and (8.82) we see that
∫

D
ξj(x)η(x) dx = −āj ·

∫

D
(g(x)+φk(x))∇η(x) dx =

∑

i

āij

∫

D

∂(g + φk)
∂xi

η dx.

Since η was arbitrarily chosen to have compact support within a coarse scale
triangle, this implies that

ξj =
∑

i

āij
∂(g + φk)

∂xi
=

∑

i

āji
∂(g + φk)

∂xi
+ ā∇φk (8.83)

for almost every x inside each coarse scale triangle. Hence, (8.83) holds
almost everywhere. This shows that g solves the equation

(ā(∇g +∇φ),∇v) = 0, ∀v ∈ Y F
k .

Since the solution is unique, this implies that g = Mo
L(∇φk), and that the

convergence occurs as ε → 0. This proves (8.76) and (8.77), and statement
(ii) of the proposition.

Since uε,L
C → ζ strongly in H1, equation (8.77) implies that

aε(∇uε,L
C +∇Mo,ε

L (∇uε,L
C )) → ā(∇ζ̄ +∇Mo

L(∇ζ̄)) (8.84)

weakly in (L2(D))2. Therefore, equation (8.77) also implies that

aε∇Mo,ε(∇uε,L
C ) → ā∇Mo(∇ζ̄) + (ā− 〈a〉)∇ζ̄ (8.85)
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weakly in (L2(D))d, since aε∇uε,L
C → 〈a〉∇ζ̄ weakly in (L2(D))d.

Suppose η is any smooth function with compact support contained within
one of the coarse scale triangles. Hence η ∈ XF . Also, for each k, either
η ∈ Y F

k , or the supports of η and ŜC
k are disjoint. In other words, if the

support of η intersects the oversampling region corresponding to Y F
k , then

η ∈ Y F
k . Therefore, for each k,

(aε(∇φC
k +∇M̃o,ε

L (∇φC
k )),∇η) = 0

Therefore,
(aε(∇uε,L

C +∇M̃o,ε
L (∇uε,L

C )),∇η) = 0,

and since η was arbitrarily chosen, this implies that

∇ ·
(
aε(∇uε,L

C +∇M̃o,ε
L (∇uε,L

C ))
)

= 0

almost everywhere inside each coarse scale triangle. Here we consider aε(∇uε,L
C +

∇M̃o,ε
L (∇uε,L

C )) as an element of (L2(Ti))d for each coarse scale triangle Ti.
In general, this function may not be divergence-free when considered as a
function in (L2(D))d. Nevertheless, we can apply the Div-Curl Lemma [30]
within each coarse scale triangle to conclude that

lim
ε→0

(aε(∇uε,L
C +∇M̃o,ε

L (∇uε,L
C )),∇(v + M̃o,ε

L (∇v))) (8.86)

=
∑

Ti

lim
ε→0

∫

Ti

(aε(∇uε,L
C +∇M̃o,ε

L (∇uε,L
C ))) · ∇(v + M̃o,ε

L (∇v)) dx

=
∑

Ti

∫

Ti

(ā(∇ζ̄ +∇Mo
L(∇ζ̄))) · ∇(v +Mo

L(∇v)) dx

= (ā(∇ζ̄ +∇Mo
L(∇ζ̄)),∇(v +Mo

L(∇v)))

We have already shown that for fixed v ∈ XC , Mo,ε
L (∇v) → Mo

L(∇v)
strongly in L2(D) as ε→ 0. Therefore,

lim
ε→0

(f, v +Mo,ε
L (∇v)) = (f, v +Mo

L(∇v)) (8.87)

Combining (8.86) and (8.87), we see that ζ̄ is the solution to the approx-
imate symmetrized equation (5.62). Hence, ζ̄ = ūL

C , and convergence holds
along the entire sequence. We have now shown that (i), (ii), (iv), and (5.62)
hold.
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Finally, we analyze the µε,L
F term. In the approximation with L layers

of oversampling, µε,L
F is given by

µε,L
F =

∑

k

φC
k µ

ε,L
F,k (8.88)

where µε,L
F,k ∈ Y F

k ⊂ XF satisfies

(aεµε,L
F,k,∇v) = (f, v), ∀v ∈ Y F

k .

For each k,
µε,L

F,k → µ̄L
F,k ∈ Y F

k

weakly in H1. The function µ̄L
F,k ∈ Y F

k is the solution to

(āµ̄L
F,k,∇v) = (f, v), ∀v ∈ Y F

k .

This convergence follows from an application of the oscillating test function
method, just as we have shown with M̃o,ε

L (∇φ). Moreover,

aε∇µε,L
F,k → ā∇µ̄L

F,k. (8.89)

weakly in (L2(D))d. Now the convergence (8.89) also extends to aε∇µε,L
F .

That is, for any v ∈ H1
0

(aε∇µε,L
F ,∇v) =

∑

k

(aε∇(φkµ
ε,L
F,k),∇v)

=
∑

k

(aε(∇φk)µ
ε,L
F,k,∇v) + (aε∇µε,L

F,k, φk∇v)

= 0 +
∑

k

(aε∇µε,L
Fk
, φk∇v).

Here we have used the fact that
∑

k∇φ ≡ 0, since
∑

k φk ≡ 1. The last
term now converges:

lim
ε→0

∑

k

(aε∇µε,L
Fk
, φk∇v) =

∑

k

(ā∇µ̄L
F,k, φk∇v)

= (ā∇µ̄L
F ,∇v). (8.90)

The latter equality follows from the definition of the approximation to µ̄L
F

and the fact that
∑

k∇φ ≡ 0. Therefore,

lim
ε→0

(aε∇µε,L
F ,∇v) = (ā∇µ̄L

F ,∇v) (8.91)

This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. ¤
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